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Biography
Fiona Quinn is the Business Manager at Noble Vrapi. Primarily based in the Albuquerque office,
Ms. Quinn routinely works in all Noble Vrapi locations to ensure consistency in excellent customer
service. Ms. Quinn is responsible for day-to-day firm operations as well as business development
opportunities. She is proficient in Spanish.
With a Master's degree in Project Management and a Bachelor's degree in Accounting, Ms. Quinn
brings over five years of operations management and organizational leadership to Noble Vrapi. In
previous roles, Ms. Quinn managed an extensive R&D portfolio and coached non-profit
organizations on maximizing their social justice impact. Having lived, worked, and studied in
northern Argentina for 3 years, Ms. Quinn approaches business opportunities and client
engagements with cultural sensitivity. Ms. Quinn describes herself as a fixer with a black belt in
getting things done, and has been introduced by partners as the Queen of Efficiency.
Having lived as an immigrant in Argentina, Ms. Quinn feels passionately that the immigrant
community should be honored, respected, and fully supported. Her experiences working with first
generation immigrants as a Court Appointed Special Advocate opened Ms. Quinn's eyes to the
many obstacles faced by immigrants in America. At Noble Vrapi, Ms. Quinn enjoys supporting the
legal team as they work with clients to break immigration barriers and live without fear.

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
Association of Legal Administrators

Institute of Managerial Accountants

Project Management Institute

Society of Human Resources Managers

More About Fiona Quinn
Ms. Quinn plays classical piano and was briefly in a rockabilly band in Mexico City. She loves
musicals and taking road trips to national parks with her dog Banana. Ms. Quinn is proud of turning
her black thumb into a green thumb and is now the proud custodian of many thriving house plants.
Her Spanish accent is thickly Argentinian, as are her futbol loyalties. Fun fact: Ms. Quinn wrote this
bio from Labor and Delivery because when she makes a commitment to get something done, she
follows through.

